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Despite of his young age Mikko is experienced racing driver and routined performer.
Six years with full scaled racing cars, among the karting back ground, gives a good base
for his racing performances.
Mikko has also co-operated with different companies backing his career for many years.
Interviews and discussions, about racing techniques or other items will also be handled in
fluent English.
With his own performance Mikko has pointed out that he belongs to the group of Finnish
winners. He has got the respect of his revivals with his own talent and frankly behaviour.
The glint in the eye and ice cold nerves are characteristic for a good Finnish competitor.

We believe, that Mikko has a great future to come. Gates to be a for the full size professional are
just about opening and working together with compatible companies and co-operators everything
is possible.

Living in Klaukkala, Finland, Student
    Racing CV

Go karts:
-1987-1999.

Several wins in different classes
Formula Ford:

-1999 Finnish Championships 6th overall
-2000 FC 3rd overall

      -2001 The Finnish Champion
Sport2000 SuperProduction cars Finland

-2002 FC 4th , Ford Focus
 -2003 FC 12th , Honda/BMW

EuropeanAlfaChallenge 2004
Monza, Valencia, MagnyCours, Hockenheim, Spa, Imola

Overall 3rd (34 drivers), Under 25-year class 2nd and
     The Winner of the Rookie-cup

Mikko Heino
18.09.1981





WTC for 2006

Both Madeno Racing and Mikko has set their goal also more further than next year.
Madeno has planned their move to the upper level and now they have also a driver who
has enough competence. Showing the proper work and making a good result in the 2005
Alfa- Challenge gives us more required reliability to negotiate about the co-operation with
the WTCC manufacturers. Without the back up of some car manufacturer it is quite
hopeless to run a team on top level of the touring car world.

Goal for 2005

Mikko´s goal for the next season is to win the EuropeanAlfaChallenge 2005.
On this purpose we have made a contract for the season 2005, with a Dutch team,
Madeno Racing. Madeno is a very experienced team, worked with AlfaRomeo racing and
tuning almost 30- years. They handled Mikko´s car in the last race in Imola and the
results satisfied both parties. Pole position, third place in both races and fastest laps
convinced that Mikko has all the possibilities to win 2005 with Madeno´s professional
race preparation and support.

Mikko has made co/operation with several companies 
during his racing career.
We search partners who are interested to use international
racing environment as a marketing tool.
Young and representative driver and exciting 
and glamorous feeling of motor racing is a
tempting platform for kick offs, sales and 
marketing events, team building activities, 
promotions etc.
High quality hospitality services are available in 
all the famous and legendary Grand Prix circuits 
where our races will take place.
And as a bonus we offer a great world wide visibility 
in the media.

This is a unique chance for dynamic international companies 
to invest also for the future and join our young winning team. 
Together with Mikko, the team and of course with you, 
we create results.

Mjh/Promotion Oy
PL 37 01801 Klaukkala
GSM +358 505 420 828
email mjh.pro@kolumbus.fi
www.mikkoheino.com
www.madenoracing.com

Co/operation with Mikko 
and the team
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